
     GLO SEMESTER ONE 
 GLO was a fun and rewarding learning experience for us. We did projects & had 

philosophical discussions. We reflected on our day and what we learned. But most of 

all we created a close, safe learning community that served our personal and  

academic needs, and had fun! Peter Bowman-GLO teacher 

I Messages Melanie W. 
In GLO, one thing that we have learned is I message. We learned about I messages so 

that we can help solve problems between two people. An I message goes like that this, “I 

feel ________ when ________. I want __________. While doing an I message, you 

don’t want to say names. You only want to talk about yourself. If you say names, they 

will get upset or feel blamed. What I learned about an I message is that it’s a more 

respectful way when it comes to solving problems between people, without blaming or 

shaming. When people know their behavior causes a problem for you, they are 

motivated to stop or act different.    

             =Acknowledgements Jayden M. 



One of the things we learned throughout the years of GLO is acknowledgements it is 

when one person says I acknowledge_________because of _________. It is mostly 

known as a compliment to most people, to make them feel good when they are having a 

bad day from school or from home. Or to make them feel honored when i say honored I 

mean that they feel like a king or queen or prince or princess. When you come to GLO 

for the day and you do something good like doing your work, listening, ETC. My feeling 

of acknowledgements is that when I have a bad day, at the end of GLO I know when it is 

time for acknowledgements. Then when someone gives me a acknowledgement then 

that brightens up my day.        

 

 

                               INTERVIEWS Brhea B. 

My favorite thing that we did was peer interviews. We interviewed partners to get to 

know each other better. What i mean by that is that we took our GLO camera and we 

took turns operating the camera . What i mean by interviewing is when most of us felt 

more comfortable interviewing skills like speaking clearly and explaining things better. 

We did this to help us learn about technology and also to improve on our interviewing 

skills. 



     IMOVIE Paiea K. 

One of the things we did in GLO was using IMOVIE. IMOVIE is a app 

that can edit videos and can make a video have more quality. How we 

used IMOVIE was making our videos shorter and taking out parts that 

were not important about the video. The videos that were used on 

IMOVIE were interviews of us interviewing each other about ourselves. 

Then we made credits about the people in the video and the 

people  who were behind the scenes. What I learned about 

IMOVIE is that you can edit your video the way you want it to be. 

Paiea . K 

TOY PROJECT  Elilai L.       

What is your favorite thing you did in the first semester? 

 

A favorite thing we did in the first semester was the toy project. We had build a toy that kids would 

love. While we were building our toy we were thinking in our heads what makes a good toy. A good toy 

is well built, fun, good for all ages, interactive, and affordable. What I did with my partner was a resort 

hotel. My partner and I were interviewed and we had to talk about it, why is it fun, and how to use the 

toy.          



                                  The Catch Game   Alexis Nguyen 

In GLO, one thing that I learned is Catch Game. When it was my first time to play catch 

game , I didn’t want to play . But I wanted to try it. When I tried it, I realized that it was 

fun! I was addicted to that game. So how you play is you have to try to have as many 

people as you can. So one person stays in the middle while the others make a circle and 

stay on their spot. The person in the middle passes the ball really fast to a person and try 

to get them out of the game. The most important thing to do is pay attention and try to 

catch the ball. The person who is last and wasn’t out is the winner! Here are the rules. 

Rule # 1: You have to catch the ball and pay attention. Rule # 2 : Tf you don’t catch the 

ball, you have to sit down and you’re out. Why I like catch game is because I like to play 

with other people and it is really fun game . It  is fun because it can get challenging for 

you.   

Wonder Book  by YaYa H. 

One of the things we do in GLO is Wonder Books.  They are 

little books we write our questions on. For example, “why is the 

sky blue?” and other questions.  When we write in our wonder 

books we usually write 1-2 questions about things we wonder 

about. When we get to P4C then we talk about some topics we 

wrote in our wonder books.  It helps us because we get to ask 

questions, talk about them, and we might get an answer. It also 

helps us understand a subject better. I like wonder books 



because when we talk about our wonder questions we might hear 

really cool or good questions we never thought about before. 
 

We continue to work on GLO's (communication, quality work, 

using technology, collaborating on projects, etc.) to improve our 

skills and make a difference! 

ALOHA FROM GLO CLASS!         Peter Bowman, teacher 


